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Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in Morocco
A collection of projects featuring prints and striped fabrics. The projects include quilts, bags,
cushions, and a tablecloth. Some, such as the Striped Triangle Quilt, Cushion and Bag are easy
straightforward pieces that are suitable for beginners. Foundation piecing is the secret to perfect
points in the Ochre Pennants Tablecloth. Other projects such as the Magenta Floating Blocks Quilt and
the Pastel Tumbling Blocks Quilt are challenging designs that require competent placing skills. Complete
instructions, tips and templates are provided for each design.

Kaffe Fassett's Sew Simple Quilts & Patchworks
The second in a new series of books by by Kaffe Fassett, these little quilting gems feature 20 easy
patchwork projects to make with Kaffe Fassett's popular, colorful fabrics. Each project is shown step-bystep, and each includes Kaffe's signature style of mixing bold patterns successfully. Sewing
instruction, patchwork patterns, and guidance on color and cutting are all included.

Making a Life
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Featuring an array of new fabrics and expanded colors, this edition provides complete instructions for
creating 20 museum-quality quilts that will become family treasures using the latest range of Rowan
fabrics.

Patchwork and Quilting Book
20 exciting quilt projects to suit all skill levels. In addition to quilts by Kaffe himself, there are
designs by Janet Bolton, whose work is the subject of a special feature, and Hilde Krohg and Kiko Goke,
as well as work by previously featured designers including Roberta Horton, Mary Mashuta, Liza Prior
Lucy, Pauline Smith, Betsy Mennesson and Brandon Mably.

Fat Quarter Workshop
A stunning guide and vibrant pattern collection of 25 new patchwork and needlepoint projects, from
renowned color expert and quilt and fabric designer Kaffe Fassett. Drawing inspiration from the natural
beauty of flowers, Kaffe Fassett’s Bold Blooms invites crafters to explore the behind-the-scenes process
and fascinating design methods used to create Kaffe’s bold fabrics and modern color palettes—from
“sketching” with fabric swatches to creating mood boards and renderings to sewing visually striking
quilts. Featured throughout are 18 new quilt patterns and seven new needlepoints. Ideas bloom on each
page as eye-catching artwork, inventive quilt designs, needlepoint canvases, and bold ribbon patterns
grow from concept to completion. Renowned for his use of color, Kaffe creates unique palettes from
nature and his surroundings to create color “moods”—from neutrals and soft pastels to rich, dark
tones—and he shares his design ideas, practical quilting advice, and needlepoint techniques useful to
both novice and seasoned crafters throughout these colorful projects. With an emphasis on patchwork and
needlework, the inventive designs and fresh color palettes translate to many creative disciplines
ranging from mosaic, beading, fiber arts, embroidery, floral arrangements, and home décor. Accessible to
quilting and sewing beginners and experts alike, the lively floral designs on each page are sure to
inspire and send readers off on a color-filled creative journey, offering something for makers of all
skill levels. Also available from Kaffe Fassett: Kaffe Fassett's Simple Shapes Spectacular Quilts, Kaffe
Fassett: Dreaming in Color, and Kaffe Fassett Quilts Shots and Stripes.

Tula Pink's City Sampler
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The key to perfect patchwork is getting all of the points to match up — which is no easy feat! Set
yourself up for success with the rediscovered technique of English paper piecing. Using paper templates
to guide your pattern, you can expertly fit your quilting shapes together before you even start sewing.
All Points Patchwork takes you far beyond traditional hexagons and accommodates triangles, diamonds,
octagons, and even curved shapes. Simple instructions for decorating clothing, bedding, and home decor
open up astounding possibilities for quilters of all levels.

Kaffe Fassett Quilts: Shots & Stripes
Featuring star quilts from the best names in modern quilting today, this definitive guide to quilting
and patchwork techniques showcases more than 100 techniques and 10 unique projects.

Kaffe's Classics

Kaffe Fassett's Quilt Romance
In Kaffe Fassett's Kaleidoscope of Quilts, Kaffe offers the reader a range of 20 individual designs that
feature both the new fabrics in Rowan's patchwork range and some firm favorites. Photographed against
the glittering backdrop of the Mediterranean island of Malta, these quilts echo the bright sunshine
colors in a glorious array of new designs from both Kaffe and his team, Liza Prior-Lucy and Pauline
Smith. With each quilt comes illustrated step-by-step instructions with colored diagrams, a 'flat shot'
photo, and the quilt template.

Kaffe Knits Again
More sophisticated designs and vivid colors are featured in this collection of 24 sweaters and one
afghan from a master of knitting. 200 color photos. 76 illustrations, 45 in color.

Kaffe Fassett's Brilliant Little Patchwork Cushions and Pillows
Taking a journey back in time, Kaffe Fassett presents 20 glorious new quilts that feature all the
romance of a time gone by. The eleventh in the series of bestselling quilt-pattern collections, Kaffe
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Fassett's Quilt Romance is a study in pastels and tradition set against the dramatic Italianate
architecture of a tiny Welsh village. Based on Fassett's signature line of Rowan fabrics, the pieces
have been designed by some of the world's finest quilters, including Liza Prior-Lucy, Pauline Smith,
Robert Horton, and introducing Kim McClean, an Australian quilt designer and teacher. The stunning
photos by Debbie Patterson are just the start: complete instructions for creating each museum-quality
quilt are included along with tips and techniques that Fassett has gathered in his more than 30 years of
experience. Every quilter will treasure this next book in the series from an international favorite.

Kaffe Fassett's Quilts en Provence
Add dimension and luster to your sewing projects! Inspired by the magic of beads, buttons, and charms,
Christen Brown shares eight stunning beadwork projects including brooches, bracelets, and wallhangings.
A handy visual guide to 125 bead-embroidered and bead-woven stitches categorizes each stitch by style,
with a second alphabetical index to keep at your fingertips. A robust project gallery will inspire
crafters of all skill levels, from embroiderers and sewists to crazy quilters, mixed-media artists, and
jewelry makers.

Kaffe Fassett's Pattern Library
Heralded as the King of Color, fabric designer and quilter Kaffe Fassett showcases his glorious range of
Artisan fabrics in Kaffe Fassett's Sew Simple. Along with his team of designers, Kaffe has created a
varied selection of striking and simple designs that are ideal for practicing both quilting and sewing
skills. Choose from colorful throws and quilts, eye-catching cushions and placements, fun projects for
kids (a tent and a pillow bed), and simple but stylish garments. A gallery of the stunning pieces is
followed by step-by-step instructions and piecing diagrams, ensuring success for quilters and sewists of
all skill levels.

Glorious Needlepoint
A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2019 Why do we make things by hand? And why do we make them beautiful?
Led by the question of why working with our hands remains vital and valuable in the modern world, author
and maker Melanie Falick went on a transformative, inspiring journey. Traveling across continents, she
met quilters and potters, weavers and painters, metalsmiths, printmakers, woodworkers, and more, and
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uncovered truths that have been speaking to us for millennia yet feel urgently relevant today: We make
in order to slow down. To connect with others. To express ideas and emotions, feel competent, create
something tangible and long-lasting. And to feed the soul. In revealing stories and gorgeous original
photographs, Making a Life captures all the joy of making and the power it has to give our lives
authenticity and meaning.

All Points Patchwork
With this lavish book Kaffe Fassett delves into an exciting new textile arena, injecting elegance and
richness into the contemporary quilting world. Quilting is increasingly acquiring an even greater
following and with this innovative collection Kaffe will attract many new converts. The book is divided
into five chapters by colour themes: gentle Soft Pastels, bold and brassy Circus hues, fresh Leafy
Gardens, alluring Antique Stone Colours and rich Renaissance tones. Each chapter contains a range of
patchworked quilts, from simple designs suitable as a weekend project for beginners to more complex
quilts which provide a challenge for more experienced patchworkers. All the projects have clear and
complete instructions, with patterns and templates were necessary, to ensure that every reader can
recreate Kaffe's glorious designs with their stunning, sometimes unexpected, use of colour and
intriguing patterns. In addition to the main quilts, there are ideas for smaller, accompanying items,
such as curtains, cushions and even tablecloths, so that you can develop the patchwork theme within an
interior - as well as enjoying smaller projects which can be treated in no time at all.

Modern Quilt Bible
Turn fat quarters into gorgeous quilts! A great resource for quilters, especially beginners, fat
quarters are bundles of colorful, coordinating fabrics so all of the “choosing” is already done for
them! Fat Quarter Workshop features 12 quilt patterns and step-by-step projects using these convenient
bundles, plus insightful details on how to choose fabrics and colors to use in your quilt projects and
essential quilting techniques. Also included are clear explanations for special treatments and
techniques, from custom ruler work, free motion quilting, straight-line quilting, and more. Author
Stephanie Soebbing is the owner of Quilt Addicts Anonymous and Stashin' with Stephanie where she
provides a fat quarter subscription service for quilters. She is also the author of the wildly popular
Simple Quilts for the Modern Home.
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Encyclopedia of Pieced Quilt Patterns
Offers twenty original designs for quilts, using and encouraging quilters to try different colors and
combinations, with tips and techniques for all skill levels.

Kaffe Fassett's Museum Quilts
Kaffe Fassett has led an extraordinary life and is a captivating storyteller with a vivid memory. Born
in 1937, he spent much of his youth in Big Sur, California, where his parents bought a cabin from Orson
Welles and transformed it into the world-famous Nepenthe restaurant, a gathering place for artists and
bohemians. After attending a boarding school run by the disciples of Krishnamurti, an Indian guru, he
studied painting at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, then traveled to England, where he
made his home. After an inspiring trip to Inverness, Scotland, Fassett began designing knitwear for Bill
Gibb, and then the Missonis, Vogue magazine, and private clients like Lauren Bacall and Barbra
Streisand, and, in the process, revolutionized the handknitting world with his explosive use of color.
Further explorations led him to needlepoint, mosaics, rugmaking, tapestries, yarn and fabric design,
costume and set design, and quilting. Now in his seventies, Fassett continues to produce new work and to
travel worldwide to teach and lecture. In this intimate autobiography, Fassett shares rich, detailed
stories about his lifelong creative journey as well as hundreds of glorious photos taken along the way.
Praise for Kaffe Fassett: Dreaming in Color: “Kaffe Fassett is to color what Julia Child was to French
cooking.” —Knitters Review “Lavishly illustrated with photographs from his life and work and dishing on
everyone from Dustin Hoffman to Princess Margaret, Dreaming in Color describes a charmed life filled
with creativity, big personalities, travels and not a little serendipity.” —Vogue Knitting “Shapes and
patterns are everywhere; they lie waiting for the person who wants to see them. It's the bricolage
aspect behind his work and, arguably, Fassett himself: arranging disparate things to create something
dynamic and new.” —Vogue Knitting “This book would be a beautiful gift to receive or give. It is like
finding the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.” —Examiner.com “A glance through his new
autobiography shows that this is a man who, in design terms, hit the ground running and has never
stopped.” —Selvedge magazine “Dreaming in Color, lavishly illustrated with 500 color pictures, is a
feast for the eyes.” —Shelf Awareness “Reading this book is like peeling an orange on a gray winter’s
day—every single one of your senses is sparked as you get sprayed with infectious creativity.”
—Knitty.com “Kaffe Fassett is a luminary in the world of textiles and knitting, spreading the gospel of
color in his books and travels.” —The Houston Chronicle “It is a beautiful book, no question.
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Beautifully designed, thoughtfully composed, well-written, Kaffe takes you on his creative journey. We
all—quilters, knitters, needlepointers, and just plain art lovers—are indeed very fortunate that he
would share all of this with the world.” —Getting Stitched on the Farm “Fassett is a kind of Harrison
Ford of the knitting world….” —The Washington Post “Kaffe Fassett is a luminary in the world of textiles
and knitting, spreading the gospel of color in his books and travels.”—The Houston Chronicle “This book
is a gorgeous coffee table treasure but it so much more than the vibrant photos, it is a moving and
interesting autobiography and I am so glad it has been published. What a treat to read, hold, soak in
and enjoy.” —Susan B. Anderson “Brimming over with beautiful eye-candy and intimate details, this
colorful book is sure to charm and inspire.” —Love of Knitting magazine “One of the book’s many virtues
is how effectively Fassett conveys his enthusiasm about his work to the reader. ‘I’m st

Liberty Love
Kaffe Fassett's Museum Quilts showcases 20 new patchwork designs, all inspired by treasures from the
world-famous Victoria & Albert Museum. Textile artist Kaffe Fassett breathes new life into old
masterpieces by updating the colors and employing contemporary techniques. 200 illustrations & photos.

Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in Burano
One of the world's most recognized and admired decorative artists, Kaffe Fassett incorporates his
stunning patterns into this collection of patchwork quilt designs. These gorgeous designs include
everything from full-sized quilts to custom covers and baby quilts. Includes more than 200 full-color
photos and drawings.

Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in the Cotswolds
Since 1875, Liberty of London has beenproducing high-end fabrics renowned for their sumptuous color,
striking design,and silky-smooth hand. Alexia’s fascination with these lavish prints began as achild,
when she sewed her first blouse. Readers can rekindle their love forLiberty with this delightful
collection of quilt and sewing projects for theirfamilies and homes. Each design combines fresh, modern
aesthetics with thetraditional Liberty polish we’ve all treasured for a lifetime. A lovely array of
quilts, family apparel, and accessories for the wardrobe and home Learn how to combine the popular
Liberty Tana Lawn lines with other fabrics Full-size templates are included, with graded tissue paper
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garment patterns

Kaffe Fassett's Caravan of Quilts
In this 21st installment of Kaffe Fassett's ever-popular series of patchwork and quilting books, Kaffe
has chosen to show off his latest range of fabrics by revisiting many of his favorite medallion quilt
blocks. Photographed on location at the world-famous Hidcote Manor Garden in the beautiful Cotswolds
countryside, these delectable quilts find their perfect setting among the brilliant flower borders,
avenues of trees, and stunning architectural features that make Hidcote one of the most visited gardens
in the U.K. Medallion quilts have universal appeal and the simple framework of the medallion design
makes a great vehicle for Kaffe's eye-catching color combinations in his brilliant range of fabric
designs. Assisted by his team of designers and makers, Kaffe has created an exquisite and varied range
of 19 medallion designs, among them: the rich Berry Ice Cream quilt, photographed in Hidcote's world
famouns Red Border the dramatic Dark Gameboard, photographed against the geometric precision of
Hidcote's famous topiary hedges the soft Flowery Jar, its pink and blue themed design echoing the colors
of the flowers in Hidcote's early summer border Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in the Cotswolds provides all the
basic instructional text, diagrams, and templates to make the quilts, plus a section on basic patchwork
techniques for less experienced quilters.

Kaffe Fassett's Heirloom Quilts in America
Originally published: Bothell, Wash.: Martingale, c1999.

Patchwork
GLORIOUS INSPIRATION, a design sourcebook, is a natural extension of the author's profoundly held
conviction that anyone can create their own knitting and needlepoint designs. Here, Kaffe has chosen
hundreds of objects and motifs from the decorative arts and the world of nature and grouped them into
themes to inspire the artist in all of us. There are sections on Shells and Minerals, Small Creatures
Wild Animals, Domestic Animals, Fruit and Foliage and Beautiful Blooms and the pieces illustrated range
from paintings and ceramics to textiles and mosaics. By showing us what inspires him, Kaffe opens the
door to anyone who would like to create and stitch unique designs. Kaffe's own interpretations of some
of the 300 painted, beaded, embroidered or woven sources are included in the book to demonstrate his
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personal vision of the world around us and show how any reader can use the motifs and patterns to create
their own special designs.

Kaffe Fassett's Quilt Road

Welcome Home
A colorful treasury of creative knitting patterns by a leading knitwear designer includes more than 190
superlative designs, along with detailed charts, step-by-step instructions, and 350 full-color
photographs.

Kaffe Fassett's Kaleidoscope of Quilts
"Kaffee Fassett presents 24 quilt projects made with his solid-colored cotton fabrics and striped cotton
fabrics"--

Moda All-Stars - On a Roll
Includes knitting patterns and directions.

Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in the Sun
This, the 12th in the series of Kaffe Fassett's highly successful patchwork and quilting books from
Rowan, is photographed by Debbie Patterson against the backdrop of the picturesque town of Roussillon in
the South of France. The narrow medieval streets full of colourful old buildings make a fantastic
backdrop for another stunning collection of 20 new quilt designs from Kaffe and his chosen team of
designers. Kaffe brings another collection of sumptuous new fabrics to patchwork enthusiasts, showing
them how to create his wonderful harmonies of colour in exciting new ways. Kaffe's way with patchwork is
not about tricky piecing but always about the joyous use of unexpected colour stories. Because of this,
the quilts in this book show how traditional piecing can be newly interpreted with a modern twist. This
time, Kaffe highlights the work of fabric designer Philip Jacobs in his Designer Profile, whose
collections are a mainstay of Rowan fabric's success. Philip has an international reputation for
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designing wonderful floral fabrics for major furnishing houses in the U.K. His love of natural forms and
oriental art inspired him to become a textile designer, so when Kaffe invited him to design patchwork
fabric for Rowan he jumped at the chance. As always, the book introduces the new range of fabrics from
Rowan, with a gallery of the 20 quilts shot on location, followed by a full shot of the quilt for
reference purposes, with the ingredients list of fabrics and full written instructions illustrated with
coloured diagrams. Templates for the quilts appear in the appendix to the book.

Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in Ireland
Leading needlework artist Kaffe Fassett tells you the fascinating story behind his fabric designs, plus
those of other leading designers: Roberta Horton; Mary Mashuta; Liza Prior Lucy; Pauline Smith; Sandy
Donabed; Betsy Mennesson; Brandon Mably; Gill Turley; Antique quilts are the starting point for many of
these quilt designs. Almost all the projects showcase the new generation of printed fabrics: - Organic
Stripe and Swiggle Stripe, Paperweight, Pansy and Diagonal Poppy, and the new lkat weave fabrics from
India. With full colour photography throughout, every project is accompanied by a colour photograph of
the finished project, detailed step-by-step instructions, and coloured piecing diagrams. The patchwork
'know-how' section and glossary cover all the techniques and terms used in the projects

Passionate Patchwork
Having revolutionized the world of knitting, designer Kaffe Fassett now turns to the world of
needlepoint. "Fassett has firmly established himself as the single most exciting craft-and-color expert
today."--Booklist More than 150 full-color photographs. "From the Trade Paperback edition.

Kaffe Fassett's Simple Shapes Spectacular Quilts
Create a sampler quilt as unique as you are! Tula Pink gives you an inspiring quilt block collection
with Tula Pink's City Sampler. Make a beautiful, modern quilt of your own design with the 100 original
quilt blocks or try one of the 5 city-themed sampler quilts designed by Tula. A note from Tula: "You
will noticethat the blocks are not named but simply numbered. This is intentional. I may have designed
the blocks and given you the instructions on what to cut and where to stitch, but I have not infused the
blocks with any meaning. This is your quilt. The fabrics that you choose, the colors that you use and
why you are making it are what will give the quilt a purpose. Name your blocks, write in the margins,
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cross out the ones that you don't like, draw hearts around the ones that you love. In a perfect world,
everyone's book would end up looking like a journal, coffee stains and all. The more adventurous ones
might rename the book and write their own introduction. Tula Pink's City Sampler is a collaboration
between you and me. I am the platform and you are the speaker, so stand on my shoulders and tell the
future who you are and why you make."

Kaffe Fassett's Quilt Grandeur
A collection of designs for patchwork and quilting from Kaffe Fassett and the designer colleagues he
admirers. Kaffe provides nine of the 20 projects in the book. There is an Amish interpretation by
Roberta Horton, along with designs by Liza Prior Lucy, Sandy Donabed, Kim Hargreaves, Pauline Smith and
Brandon Mably. All the designs are set in different life styles appropriate to the designs and are
photographed by Joey Toller. There are modern and traditional quilts featured in a variety of projects,
from small to large quilts, bags and cushions. They are accompanied by easy-to-understand instructions
and a practical know-how section.

Beaded Embroidery Stitching
Here are 17 new designs from Helen Philipps exploring her love of fabrics, patchwork and colour. There
is a selection of inspiring projects including quilts, pillows, a spring wreath, little deer toy,
handstitched pincushions and other sewing notions, pretty fabric bags, coasters, charms and decorations.
Helen's style is fresh and modern and her work includes extra details and embellishments to inspire your
own creativity.

Kaffe Fassett: Dreaming in Color
The All-Stars are back with sparkling projects for irresistible Jelly Rolls--coordinating precut 2-1/2"
strips of fabric that slash cutting time and speed up sewing time. Patchwork reigns in 14 quilt patterns
created by favorite Moda designers, including Lisa Bongean, Betsy Chutchian, Joanna Figueroa, Sandy
Klop, and Anne Sutton. From simple and classic to fresh and contemporary, beautiful quilts will inspire
you to get the ball rolling!

Kaffe Fassett's Bold Blooms
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Shows and identifies more than four thousand quilt patterns, and lists design sources

Rowan Patchwork & Quilting Book
To celebrate the 20th anniversary of his highly successful series of patchwork and quilting books, Kaffe
Fassett has returned to his American roots. Using the collection of American vintage quilts in Britain's
American Museum in Bath as his inspiration, Kaffe has chosen 18 different quilts as the basis for his 20
new designs in this book. Designs feature both his latest fabrics and his much-loved classics, mostly
from the Kaffe Fassett Collective but also his latest collection of Artisan fabrics. An introductory
section, this book features the original quilts that inspired Kaffe, and tells the reader something
about their provenance. The new designs demonstrate Kaffe's vivid and unique color combinations, giving
new meaning to familiar block patterns such as Tumbling Blocks, Starbursts, and Log Cabins. Photographed
in bucolic Bucks County, Pennsylvania. Each pattern contains full step-by-step piecing instructions and
detailed diagrams.

Kaffe Quilts Again
Kaffe Fassett uses the colorful Venetian island of Burano to form the backdrop of another stunning
collection of new quilt designs from the Kaffe Fassett Studio. In this 22nd installment of Kaffe
Fassett's ever-popular series of patchwork and quilting books, the quilts have been photographed on
location in Burano, a tiny island in Italy's Venetian archipelago, famous for its lace making but also
for its brilliantly painted houses in a myriad jewel colors. The colorful house walls, sometimes
distressed and occasionally decorated with murals, form the backdrop, along with the canals, bridges,
and boats of this special Venetian island, to another wonderful selection of Kaffe's new quilt designs.
The collection of 19 quilts features both new fabric designs from the Kaffe Collective and some of his
Classics. Bali Brocade makes a fantastic background to Kaffe's sumptuous Shimmer Star quilt with its
ripples of pattern in contrasting prints. His two versions of a very simple quilt, comes in two very
different colorways. Hot Steps is a riot of color, whereas by contrast its sister quilt, Cool Steps, in
dusty blues, greens, and greys has an dreamy quality. Liza Prior Lucy's rich and dark Turkish Coffee
quilt, with its hint of Eastern promise, fussy cuts Kaffe's new Turkish Delight fabric to brilliant
effect. Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in Burano provides all the instructional text, diagrams, and templates to
make the quilts, plus a section on basic patchwork techniques for less experienced quilters.
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Home Sweet Home Sewing
West Ireland, with its streets of colorful painted houses and ancient stone walls, provides the perfect
inspiration for the richly varied quilt designs in Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in Ireland. Renowned for his
use of color, Kaffe creates color palettes of brilliant hot pinks and reds; deep blues, purples, and
greens; and soft blues and whites from his journey to Ireland, showcased in striking quilt designs that
are as unpredictable as the landscape of Ireland. With contributions from designers Liza Prior-Lucy and
Philip Jacobs, Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in Ireland will inspire quilters of all skill levels. Each quilt
pattern includes complete instructions, with color diagrams, and the book includes a section on
patchwork and quilting basics.

Glorious Inspiration
A world-renowned quilter demonstrates how basic geometric forms found in natural and manmade
environments--from sheet metal on African scrap dwellings to watermelon slices--inspire his quilt
designs, in a book with 225 color photos and step-by-step instructions for nearly two dozen designs.
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